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“GENTLEMEN 
START YOUR SCI 

Your windpipe will get a 
workout when you see what 
Konami* has prepared for you in 
the Batman" Returns game for 
Super NEST 

But your screams will be 
drowned out by crunching 
bones, cracking skulls, 
shattering glass and other cool 
CD quality sounds designed to 

slams, spinning judo kicks, double 
head knocking and other means of 
maiming. And check out our hero’s 
humungous size. We’re talking big! 

In seven 3-D movie-like levels, 
experience the agony of 
Catwoman’s claws, kicks and 
whip and the ecstasy of pummeling 
The Penguin and his clan of 
delinquent clowns, all talented in 
terrorism. 

Inside your cape of fear are 
Batarangs and test tubes, 
essential for battling the 
Tattooed Strongman, the 
Organ Grinder and the rocket 
launching Duck Vehicle. 

Blow away renegade bikers with 
the Batmobile loaded with Batdiscs 
and catapult yourself to safety with 
your trusty 
Grappling Hook. 

The frigid 
fiend is chillin’ 
in his way cool 
lair waiting to 
put the Caped 
Crusader on 
ice. So put on your cowl and put up 
your dukes. Can’t you hear Gotham 
City screaming for help?! 

KONAMI9 
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PREPARE YOURSELF 

RAYDEN SUB-ZERO LIU KANG JOHNNY CAGE SONYA BLADE 

KANO GORO SCORPION 

COMING TO LEADING VIDEO GAME SYSTEMS 

SEPTEMBER 93 



its Time Tp Mak 

Everything wilNJBKo place when you play towirmith 
STD’s ProgramPaas for Super NES® and Sega Q^sis™. 
With these secret weapons, victory is yours for thOT^Mig^dust 
program 6 of your favorite multi-combination moves afid then 
blow awayvyour most threatening opponents with th'ifouch of a 
button! The\LCD screen helps with programming sq you’ll never 
miss a YogaVlame,* Napalm Punch,** or Ice Blast*** again. What’s more, 
both pads feaure independent auto-fire, variable slow motion, and 8- 
way directional control. The Super Nes® version houses a full arsenal of 
29 pre-programmed moves from Street Fighter II and Fatal Fury, plus a 
secret code that lets you play any character against himself. Now that’s 
an explosive combination! 





ON-THE-GO TECHNOLOGY! 
Only EGM has the first pix of the portable 16-Bit Super Nintendo! 
Plus, the 3DO Interactive Multiplayer and the Sega VR peripheral. 

54 

TOYING AROUND IN TOKYO! 
Back from the recent Tokyo Toy Show, Terry Aki and Nob X 
have brought us the latest news on Phantasy Star IVI 

70 

SONIC: UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL! 
EGM went behind closed doors to get the latest scoop on the 
story line and making of the latest Sonic the Hedgehog: CD! 

92 

STREET PIGHTER GOES TURBO! 
The hottest game at the Summer CES was no doubt 
SF2 Turbo. Our editors dove deep to get the latest word! 

100 

GADGETS GALORE! 162 
Our Special Edition CES preview shows the latest in electronic 
gadgetry. Pius; Speed Racer is back in a new series and movie. 
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Cookie Chaos for Mario and Yoshi! 
Mario and Yoshi are filling in at the Cookie Factory, and the snacks are piling high! 

As fresh baked cookies roll out of the ovens, it's up to Mario to sort and stack 'em before they pile too high! Line up a 
row of the same kind of cookies either vertically or horizontally, and they vanish. Clear the screen to move on to a new 

level of munchie-madness! Yoshi appears from time to time to stir things up. Play for high score or go head-to-head 
against a friend or the computer. The mouth-watering madness doesn't let up! 



BACK ISSUES! 
COMPLETE YOUR 

COLLECTION WITH 
EGM'S GREATEST HITS! 

#1 PREMIERE ISSUE! A FEW LEFT! $30.00 
#2 16-Bit Preview Super NES Specs $15.00 
#3 Atari Lynx Intro • Fall Game Rep. $10.00 
#4 1st Look at Super Mario 4 $8.00 
#6 1st Mega Play • Batman for NES $10.00 
#/ Top Score Tips & Tricks Special $6.00 
#9 1990 CES Preview • Castlevania 3 $6.00 

#10 Super C • Phantasy Star 2 Maps $6.00 
#12 Nintendo SFX System • GaiDen 2 $7.00 
#13 1990 SCES Preview • Strider $7.00 
#14 International Pre. • Mega Man 4 $6.00 
#15 1992 Video Game Buyers Guide $7.00 
#16 Super Famicom Hands-On Test $6.00 
#17 Simpsons • GameBoy to NES $6.00 
#18 G.l. Joe • The Sega Tera System $6.00 
#19 Bonk 2 • Atari Panter Preview $6.00 
#20 Battletoads • 1991 CES Preview $7.00 
#21 Cyberball • 24-Pg. Micro Gaming $7.00 
#22 Sonic the Hedgehog • CD-ROM $6.00 
#23 Hudson Hawk • International Pre. $6.00 
#24 Terminator 2 • Tips and Maps $6.00 
#25 Super NES BG • 1991 SCES Pre. $7.00 
#26 Sega CD-ROM • 16-Bit Preview $6.00 
#29 Mario Bros. 4 • Sega Force Mag $6.00 
#31 Street Fighter 2‘Game Gear $6.00 
#32 1992 WCES Preview • Color GB $8.00 
#35 Turrles 4 • 500 Tips Guidebook $8.00 
#36 Batman Returns • Lynx Mag $8.00 
#37 Sonic 2 • Street Fighter 2 Secrets $6.00 
#38 1992 Fall Preview* Ren SStimpy $6.00 
#39 Turtles on Genesis-Alien 3 $6.00 
#40 Star Wars • Streets of Rage 2 $6.00 
#42 TMNT: The Hyperstone Heist $6.00 
#43 Bubsy •‘93 Super NES Directory $6.00 
#44 StarFox- Mortal Kombat $6.00 
#45 Dracula-SF2 Comic -Portables $6.00 
#46 Street Fighter 2 CE for Genesis $6.00 
#47 Mortal Kombat Exclusive $6.00 
#48 Jungle Strike • Jurassic Park $6.00 
Check the issues you need to complete your 
collection today! Include a check or money 
order for each magazine plus $1.95 postage 
and handling per issue. Send your payment to: 
EGM Back Issues • Sendai Publishing Group, 
1920 Highland Avenue, Suite 222, 
Lombard, IL 60148 
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THE BIGGEST AND BEST!! 

SUPER NES TIMES 110 
You won't see this much info on the new Super NES games any¬ 
where else! Super Empire Strikes Back lets you take part in the 
Rebellion against the Empire; for head-to-head fighting with a twist: 
Clay Fighter has clay-animated characters! The 8-Bit NES classics 
have been reborn in Super Mario Aii-Stars; the Battletoads and 
Double Dragon teams join forces once again; Cool Spot is bouncing 
around the beach this summer; plus, Art of Fighting, Claymates, 
Super Bomberman, and Plok! 

OUTPOST SEGA 130 
We’ve got an incredible collection of Sega's latest games! 
In Eternal Champions, struggle to achieve the highest honor any one 
fighter can get; Virtua Racing takes racers to the limit with polygon 
technology; look out for some heartless spectators while you’re in 
the all-out brawl, Pit Fighter 2; plus, Jungle Book, Son of Chuck, 
Sonic Spinball, and Formula 1 Racing! 
For all you Sega CD owners, we have all-new pix and info on great 
games like Sonic CD, Rebel Assault CD, and Silpheed CD. 

TEAM DUO ISO 
Battle the Zentradi forces in a huge intergalactic war in an advanced 
transformable Veritech Fighter. T.T.I.’s new Robotech 2036 (entitled 
Macross in Japan) will astound you! 

CLUB GAMEBOV 1S2 
Link ship-wrecks on an inhabited island and must recover eight 
musical instruments in Zelda: Link's Awakening. Adventure and 
surprises await you in this fantastic RPG sequel! 

SUPER GEAR 15B 
The awesome blockbuster hit of the summer is stomping (and 
chomping) its way onto the Game Gear; Jurassic Park is now 
‘open’ for portable gaming fans everywhere! 
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THE CES SHOW 

I had the great privilege of attend¬ 
ing the Consumer Electronics Show 
and it was an incredible experience. 
Having gone last year as well, I was 
truly surprised by the many improve¬ 
ments. For one, the video game sec¬ 
tion was much larger and the quality 
of the games was better. Nintendo 
had a nice display but Sega’s booth 
was large and crowded! The huge 
stage with the announcer was an 
impressive idea. The game that real¬ 
ly wowed me was Silpheed. Nothing 
could have prepared me for this 
game! Finally the power of the Sega 
CD shines through. And how about 
you guys? It wasn’t too tough to find 
your booth. I just looked for a crowd 
of people lined up playing arcade 
games. Your staff was talking with 
readers, giving out tons of free 
mags, and basically showing every¬ 
one why you guys are number one. 

Ben Caton 
Iowa City, IA 

(Ed. Thanks for the wonderful com¬ 
ments, Ben. We’ve always been a 
big attraction at the Consumer Elec¬ 
tronics Shows by handing out tons 
of free magazines and interacting 
with fans. Yes, this show was one of 
the best. We agree that Silpheed 
from Sega is an incredible game that 
shouldn’t be overlooked. You can 
read more about Silpheed and other 
hot titles from the show in our Fact 
File section. We can’t wait to meet 
with everyone again next year.) 

i just got back from the Summer 
CES and it was hotter than last 
year’s! I was a little confused on a 
couple of things shown, though. First 
of all, I saw that the Genesis version 
of Street Fighter II: Champion Edi¬ 
tion was delayed and changed to 
Street Fighter II: ‘Special’ Champion 
Edition. What’s the deal? 

Tim Yanalunas 
West Bloomfield, Ml 

The new Street Fighter II: Turbo Edition 
clocks in at a hefty 20-Meg! 

(Ed. Well Tim, SFII: Special Champi¬ 
on Edition is Sega’s answer to the 
Super NES version of SFII: Turbo 
Edition. This game has the Champi¬ 
on Edition and Hyper version of 
SFII all in one big 24-Meg cartridge. 
The Hyper Edition mode can be 
adjusted between one and nine 
speeds for perfect play. 

In other Street Fighter II news, 
Capcom announced that both Street 
Fighter it: Turbo Edition (20-Meg, 
July release) for the Super NES and 
Street Fighter II: Special Champion 
Edition (24-Meg, September 
release) for the Genesis will both be 
priced at $69.95!) 

SEGA ADOPTS RATING SYSTEM 
A while back, I heard on the radio 

that Sega was going to start a rating 
system for the games! I don’t under¬ 
stand this at all. I thought Sega 
always took pride in themselves for 
their more realistic games and rela¬ 
tively carefree attitude when it 
comes to their games. Now they 
want to put age restrictions on the 
games. Anyway, how is this sup¬ 
posed to work and when will this 
outrage take effect? 

Thomas Ridley 

Games like Sega’s Eternal Champions 
are the first to receive the rating labels. 

(Ed. The ratings are supposed to 
begin this month with three initial 
classifications: “GA” for general 
audiences, “MA-13" for mature audi¬ 
ences (parental discretion advised), 
and “MA-17" for adults (not appropri¬ 
ate for minors). Sega’s reasoning 
behind this is that their new games 
are developed for specific age 
groups. This rating will be standard 
on all Sega games and will eventual¬ 
ly trickle into the third-party games.) 

14 Electronic Gaming Monthly 



So What if Pocky and Rocky is a goofy name for a game, 
featuring two characters who’ve never been on IV. 

The Press Loves It!! 

And So Will You. 
Pocky and Rocky... Incredible Action for your Super Ninl 

Available Now! 



NOT MORE SF2?!! 

Whoa! Boy am I impressed with 
you guys. I was so shocked when I 
read your June issue, especially the 
two-page article on Street Fighter: 
Champion Edition for the PC 
Engine. I can’t wait for it to come to 
the U.S., so I have a few questions 
to ask. Where can I order this great 
game and the six-button controller? 

Patrick 0’ Connell 
Bartlett, IL 

I've been hearing rumors that the 
PC Engine version of Street Fighter 
II was going to be on a HuCard and 
a CD. Have these rumors been con¬ 
firmed yet? I would really love to 
play the game while jamming to 
great CD music! 

DaveTravino 
Barberton, OH 

the unique combination that they 
even had the game package 
designed as a double disc! As of 
press time, T.T.I. has not acquired 
the rights to bring Street Fighter II to 
the United States, so if you really 
want it, you'll have to either go to 
Japan, or order the game through a 
mail-order house. As for the con¬ 
trollers, the game is playable with 
the standard two-button pads, but 
it’s a real thumb-sore. The six-button 
pads are the real way to go.)’ 

Southern Asia. Sorry Charlie, but you’ve be 
exposed and we’re going to send one hundred plumbers over to get you. 
"Electronic Gaming Monthly, 

We have Sonic the Hedgehog. Send us a Sega CD or else 
the hedgehog dies! Ha Ha Ha. 

The Sega Genesis Junkies. 
P.S. We have also sent you some of Sonic’s quills for evidence of this ransom note. 

WIN AN OFFICIAL EGM T-SHIRT! 
If you think you have what it takes to contribute to 
society, go write to Newsweek. If, however, you have 
a thought or opinion that fellow gamers would find 
particularly crazy, we'd like to immortalize you with a 
special edition EGM T-Shirt proclaiming your fond- 

' id psychosis to video games! 

OVERSEAS GAMING... 
In the area where I live, there is a 

shopping center that sells many 
Japanese video games and maga¬ 
zines. Since we can get overseas 
magazines here, can people in 
Japan and Australia get EGM? 

Jeff Krantz 
New York, NY 

(Ed. You bet we reach other coun¬ 
tries! In fact, there was a contest 
held in Australia by BMS Retail 
where readers could win a Super 
Nintendo system with a huge library 
of great software. Banners were 
hung in every store advertising 
EGM, Mega Play, and Super NES 
Buyer’s Guide as the hosts to this 
great contest.) 

UjyT-fl* m i 

!$> YOU COULD WIN 
A RADICAL 

NINTENDO SUPER NES 

A SELECTION OF THE 
LATEST AND GREATEST 
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Billy & Jimmy Lee or 

Double Dragon 

sh, Zitz & Pimple °f 

Battletoads 

comes 

an irresistible 

Buzz saw 
of Energy! 

from 

tradewest 











THEY 
Two secret weapons for the 



Is COMING. 
Sega" are incoming, so keep your eyes open. And your head low. 

a public service from 

ASC i i WAR E "" 
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Ybu’vegotto 
be fast to last 

In Street Fighter II Turbo, slow doesn’t go. Because extensive 
training has not only made the 8 fighters and 4 grand masters 
faster and stronger. It’s given them a whole new arsenal of 
kicks, punches and special moves. Get revved for 78 possible 
matches, where if 
you’re not fast, KgSKp' > p [ ; 
you’ll never know 5 _ * 
what hit you. ^ 

CAPCOM 



Troddlers is toddling onto the 
|Super NES with the help of Seika. 
[This spunky puzzle game features 
|you as guardians Hocus or Pocus or 
jboth! Opt tor the training mode, 
|Hocus vs. Pocus, or the team-up 

B.O.B., that funky keen alien teen, 
is coming to the Super NES compli- ; 
ments of Electronic Arts. On his way 
to pick up a blind date, he crashes 
his old man’s space vehicle on an 
unknown planet full of weird crea¬ 
tures. Now he must get to his date at 
jail costs and without transportation. 
It will take reflexes and brains to 

Armchair generals, prepare your¬ 
self for some of the most explosive 
Isea and air battles. Koei has explod- j 
ed onto the Genesis with their new 
cart ready to challenge the most 
Reasoned war simulation strategists. 
[Choose from a number of WWII sce-i 
narios and relive history or simply 
rewrite it by making diplomatic pro¬ 
posals or plotting out military plans, i 
The armed forces need a strong 
ileader. It’s time to take command! 

Dive right in if you’re 

Electronic Gaming Monthly 





shore^stopTy ■ 'the loraUaver^to" Suto^ of the honorable Nobunaga Oda. Adjust ^ 
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AnTVncient tower. 
A Hostile land. 

A Deadly secret. 

Exclusively for the 
Turbo SuperCD system! 



"Mario Andretti 



When Nigel Mansell entered the world of Indy 

car racing, he knew his biggest competition 

would be Mario (the driver, not the plumber). In his 

debut Indy car race in Australia, Mansell stunned the 

racing world by upsetting Andretti, and capturing the 

checkered flag. Now you can relive Mansell's march 

to the Formula One crown with Gametek's NIGEL 

MANSELL'S WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP RACING. Every 

other racing game for the Super Nintendo is left eating 

dust. No other racing game puts you in the driver's seat 

like Nigel. Featuring a first-person hands on perspec¬ 

tive, 16-International Formula One race tracks, totally 

customizable Formula One cars, randomized weather 

conditions and even audible hints from the man himself, 

Nigel Mansell. So, see for yourself why reviewers are 

calling Nigel Mansell the best racing game ever avail¬ 

able for the Super Nintendo Entertainment System. 

RACING 

from 

GAMETEK 



You’ve been magically turned in 
that bubble-blowing dragon again. 
This time you’re off to save your g 

include blov 
through air. 
neousoptio 

Your skills 
ibbles and floating 

The two-player simulta- 

alternating players i 
readv to burst some 

j Mighty Final Fight is battling its 
way onto the NES via Capcom. 

Mayor Haggar's daughter Jessica 
has been kidnapped by street scum 
and he is determined to get her 
back. Cody, Jessica’s boyfriend, and 

help Haggar stomp the bad guys 
into the ground. Each character has 
a special move: Haggar - Clothes¬ 
line, Guy - Roundhouse Kick, and 
Cody - Spinning Kick. Get the girl! 

For Formula One ra 
Nigel Mansell's World Championship 
Racing by GameTek for the Game- 
Boy is definitely worth a try. 

Select from one of 16 world circuit 

plete the preliminary requirements: a 
tune-up, angle of the airfoil, and 
transmission type. Then race one 
lap for the best time to qualify for a 
pole position. Once on the starting 
grid, put your pedal to the metal! 

ne is It takes] this game in almog^Btog a parody of for GameBoy, and r^^M < 
ique t^^Hlit how to use Final Fight! For^w^Bitton fighting; lof them! Trying to^^^Pr 
is, but is^K mastered with; igame on 8-Bit, fHMl Fight is onej fluidly can’t really l^^^on 

"altyJflBt^your Paraded tens”have'beeHj^^BherTand dl’el fracks to try° and^^Kei 
thqj^^r hardly any breakup! remarkable thin^^^PTre their moves!] also helpful, buf^^^n coi 

ICute! Mighty Final Fight is 
of their ten " ~- 
can do th 

jl didn't expect too much from a ( 
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QUARTERMANN'S 

Q-LETTER 
FOR ECM SUBSCRIBERS ONLY! 





TWO POWERFUL BROTHERS, 
TWO DEADLY ARMIES, 

ONE SURVIVOR. 

A GAMING EXPERIENCE ONLY POSSIBLE ON CD. 



Speedy Gonzales 1 Zelda: Link's Awakeninq WWF Steel Coqe Chalking 
Attion Now P Action August Action 1 Now 

24 Levels 2 Meg 

|yy 

ilaafk 
ILUfS :(Ij1 5CORf : TIIE:lt9 

| N/A levels 8 Meg 

Add another link to the Zelda"chain 

IWLevel^^2Me^^ 

Speed demons, have we got a 
game for you! Speedy Gonzales is 
whizzing by the GameBoy courtesy 
of the folks at SunSoft. 

Gonzales is a wanted mouse. He 
has swiped cheese from the best of 
'em. Now he is on the run, literally! 
Guide the little hombre through the 
dangers of twisting maps. Eskimos, 
sharp saws, and freezing waters will 
cause him much harm. So grab the 
cheese and go! Arriba! Arriba! 

for GameBoy from Nintendo! 
Link has shipwrecked on the mys¬ 

terious island of Koholint. Now aban¬ 
doned and lost, he is discovered by 
the lovely Marin who brings him to 
an unknown world, only the evil god 
Wind Fish has other plans for Link! 
IT ravel through eight different dun¬ 
geons to flee this dreaded world. 
Search for musical instruments; they 
[will aid you in your escape! 

No wrestling in the house? You 
can now with Flying Edge’s new GG 
cart, WWF Steel Cage Challenge! 

Pick your opponent from twelve 
ferocious wrestlers. Then decide 
how to slam them, one-on-one, tag 
team, WWF championship, or tag 
team championship! Play it safe and 
stick to regular ring wrestling or live 
on the edge and surround yourself in 
an inescapable cage! Pound your 
enemy with many damaging moves! 

a Sonic-type runnJp|^H^r GameBoy. 

passer with enough ^^Bque involved to; 
keep one satisfied^^Elevels get biggerj 

weak. ProbablJ^best feature is the 
password option. 

Amazing! This GameBoy version of Zelda! 
is almost as good^tffcfiuper NES ver¬ 
sion! What Ninter^H^Ho was simply 

{system; instead a completely 
different game ^K|B! Some of the 
new options, lil^^rball-and-chain 
(buddy, are great! 

theme in the world, MM/F Steel Cagei 
[Challenge really^Move me. The 

[movements are sluggish, with 
very limited move^^Hiything like the 
monster 16-Bit ^^PrwWF fans may 
disagree, but this didn't do it for me. 

Speedy Gonzales is one of the better 

while. The gamej^^^Ey smoothly, 
excellent play contro^rid good music. 

thankfully not a cj^Jb translation of 
the Super NES v^^^Botally different 
story with incredifl^fc^Bcs and beauti- 

E-fe! 
Super NES version! A great job! 

Wrestling games are a blast and this one; 

wrest|too 
great. Now, the dra^^K are the chop- 

movements whid^W agonizingly slow. 
Otherwise it’s^^^d game to play on 

Sonic Gonzales, oops, 1 mean Speedy, is 
a fun game thatHHMB well. The 
scrolling is pretty ffl^PpTlurring is kept 

even a loop-to-loo^^^it game play and 
solid running q^Bomping action com¬ 
bined with a great character. Yeeha! 

m l-S
ill i

n
 

!
l
|°

I
 zJ

i 

(If you’re a wrestling buff than maybe this! 

most famous wres^^from the WWF 
and the infamous^^B^ie will keep you 
brawling and sh^Bm^Pur way to the 
itop. The graphic^^^flpnt, though a bit 
choppy. The gail^PPis good, but the 
action gets old rather quickly. 

Arriba! The fastest mouse in Mexico is 
racing to your &BHKcreen. The 

game filled with aniniKi and scrolling.! 
The effects are g^Kr GameBoy and 
the graphics are^K. There is a lot of 
tricky maneuvej^Pd the password fea¬ 
tures is neat. The bosses could be better. 

This is probably the best GameBoy trans-l 
lation so far. It ha|^^g features and 
functions of the nM^B of Zelda and 

This is definitelyhave for those 
long rides and t^ftj^Hses. The story 
and characters l^^Prcrafted and the 

Normally I’d jump right into a wrestling 
game but the look oflHBbme Gear ver¬ 
sion is a bit weal^^^Miaracters are 
there and they hi^bk: special moves 
but the small sc^^^Btable version 
loses somethincAjj^flE problem is the 

ments which should get the most detail. | 
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INCREDIBLE INTERCEPTION. 
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I Opened the Boxanda 
Fight .aa. Broke Out. 



&** * * 
So there I was, sitting in the living room, channel 

surfing with the remote when I get in that mood - you 

know - for some Super NES® Action. | reach for 

my fltw'ftocISey game, SUPER SLAP SHOT" and strip off that weird 

plastic, the kind that always sticks to your fingers when, 

bam: OUT FUES A PUCK that nails me in the face 

and two of the biggest mashers I've ever seen hauling 

after it. WHOAAAAAAAA! 

Next thing I know, I'm wiping ice out of my eyes, it's really freakin' cold 

and I'm standing in a ref's outfit in the middle of a rink in front of 

thousands of screaming fans. Those same two guys whiz by me and 

up against the wall. They start shredding 

other, the crowd goes off and I'M supposed to 

•end THEM to the penalty box?! YEAH, RIGHT! 

they ain't havin' it. They come screaming down the ice 

PPfifte I'm the puck and Check Me so hard, I'm sent flying back into my 

living room. TRIP OUT! 

I dive for the Super NES® controller under the sofa cushion and now 

I'm in control ol this game. 

YES! 32 teams to choose from, exhibition or tournament mode, fighting 

and shootout practice, adjustable team skills and aggression, ref's that 

I range from "tough" to "blind," fourteen pages of hot 

I stats, ballistic skating and throat-ramming slap shots! 

SUPER SLAP SHOT - Bust. 



LJ The information below is provided 

Cl 1^ ?Lj 13 C O by Babbage's and is current as of 

America’s Software Headquarters JUNE 15>1993- 
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HIP AND HOT. 
SUPER NES 

A HEATWAVE OF 
SAVINGS HITS! 
Software, Etc. packs a sizzling selection of gaming titles into every 
store, every day. Use our Real Deal™ coupons for extra savings on 
our already low prices. See stores for details. 

KNESISXtM 

SAVINGS 
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=1 'jJDjJ/JJLV 
Let the whole world know what your favorite 
games are and voice your video game vote! 
Call the special EGM Top Tens Hotline and 
register your own awards! Simply call the 
number below, select your favorite games from 
the listing, and power on! Then turn to next 
month's EGM's Top Tens to get the results! 
It's that easy! CALL TODAY! 

1-900-740-7722 
Don't agree with the Review Crew? Want your opinion to count? Call the EGM Top Ten Hotline and VOTE today! 

After calling the Hotline, follow the prompts and enter the number corresponding to your favorite games below. Also listen to the latest and greatest gossip! 
I. SNES/CONTRA 3 
2. SNES / STREET FIGHTER 2 CE TURBO 
3. SNES / SUPER MARIO ALL STARS 
4. SNES/STREET FIGHTER 2 
5. SNES/SUPER STAR WARS 
6. SNES/SPACE MEGAFORCE 
7. SNES/OUT OF THIS WORLD 
8. SNES/BATMAN RETURNS 
9. SNES / ZELDA 3 
10. SNES/FINAL FIGHT 2 
II. SNES/MORTAL KOMBAT 
12. SNES/STARFOX 
13. SNES / SUPER TECMO NBA B-BALL 
14. SNES / TINY TOONS ADVENTURES 
15. SNES/BUBSY 
16. SNES/CYBERNATOR 

17. GENESIS / SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 
18. GENESIS /X-MEN 
19. GENESIS / STREET FIGHTER 2 CE 
20. GENESIS / JURASSIC PARK 
21. GENESIS / MORTAL KOMBAT 
22. GENESIS/ALIEN 3 
23. GENESIS /FLASHBACK 
24. GENESIS /BLOODLINES 
25. GENESIS /ROAD RASH 2 
26. GENESIS /TERMINATOR 
27. GENESIS / STREETS OF RAGE 2 
28. SEGA CD /CD SONIC 
29. SEGA CD/NIGHT TRAP 
30. SEGA CD / BATMAN RETURNS 
31. SEGA CD /WONDER DOG 
32. SEGA CD / MONTANA FOOTBALL CD 

33. DUO/GATE OF THUNDER 
34. DUO / STREET FIGHTER 2 CE 
35. DUO/LORDS OF THUNDER 
36. NEO-GEO / WORLD HEROES 2 
37. NEO-GEO/VIEWPOINT 
38. NES/SUPER TECMO BOWL 
39. NES/TURTLES 3 
40. NES /SUPER MARIO 3 
41. NES/YOSHI 
42. NES /MEGA MAN 5 
43. GAMEBOY / SUPER MARIO LAND 2 
44. GAMEBOY/METROID 2 
45. GAMEBOY /MEGA MAN 2 
46. GAMEBOY /DR. MARIO 
47. LYNX/NFL FOOTBALL 
48. LYNX / SHADOW OF THE BEAST 

Top Ten nominations change each month with all-new favorites! New entries in red. These nominations are good through August 31,1993. 
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Wake up and smell the locker room. Konami has sealed your 
multi-million dollar contract with NFL™ Football for the Super NES? 
High step with the best when you 
run with the pros. 

Find yourself in an arena of giant hulksters running, stiff arming, spinning, 
bursting, diving and basically trying to rip each otheFs heads off. In the heat of 
battle, a fumble could lead to a 60 yard TD run. The running game here is second 
. to none. You can also gain yardage with intricate and challenging passing 
1 plays. Master each move with the precision of a pro whether you decide to go 

Across the Middle in heavy traffic or run a Post Pattern long. 
"" Stop runaway freight trains with 

1 your bare hands. 
I Commanding the action takes all six buttons 
I on the Super NES controller. Use them to 
I harness the power of these speeding walls of 
1 steel. Each athlete moves with smooth 
m accuracy digitized from actual human 
I movement. So with great agility they will 
H carve a tunnel in your torso. 

n Mode 7. More exposure 
hon the swimsuit issue. 
oull have plenty of camera exposure 

I in the only football game to fully harness 
I the Mode 7 power of your Super NES. The radar 
I Mode 7 coverage zooms in at just the right moment 
I so you don’t miss a single bone-crushing play. 
| Not your run-of-the-mill cheap visual thrill. 

Fly with official NFL teams and colors. 
You own all 28 pro teams armored with their official team colors. 
Play in the authentic stadiums where the gridiron greats battle. Go from 
the artificial turf and glaring fights of the Dome to the frozen tundra of Cleveland 

'1 rs. Snow and mud get worse as V- 

t. ■ > Cs" X,-J WGrabt 

playbooks - one standard NFL, 
the other geared to each team’s 
trademarks. The exclusive Artificial 
Intelligence feature helps determine the 
most devastating course of action depending < 
field position, down, yards-to-go, time remain „ 
and score. Call your audibles and show the opposition 

how it goes. Stick a fork in ‘em, they’re 1 
SCORE BIG OR STAY HOME. 
Win a trip for 2 to Pro Bowl “94 in Haw 
Check the September, 1993, Vol. 52 iss 
of mmm magazine for the 
password that gets you into the 
special contest level. 
See game package for details. 



Whaddaya say, boys and girls, the bold and beautiful Q-Mann has appeared once mor 
curiosity with the latest and greatest dirt from video gaming’s most sordid underside. Yours truly has been 
making the rounds this month, going Tokyo to Chicago and back again to get the inside word on the hottest new 
developments from hardware to softs. So sit back, relax, and soak in the inside word -1 guarantee the nougat 
will fly... 

...Let’s dive in on the soft side with a Sonic CD update! The buzz on this game has reached horrifying 
proportions, but from the early protos I got my hands on during the Tokyo Toy Show, this game looks to live up 
to any expectations the white shirts of Sega may think you have! The game is absolutely huge, with a cool time 
traveling theme and new characters. There’s no Sister Sonic to be seen, but the blue boy does have a new 
admirer named Amy (filling the Tales role from part two). Look for Sega to punch in with this 70+ level monster 
in September in Japan and a little later in the U.S...Got my hands on Virtua Racing at the same show and it is 
FAST! Great movement, although the landscape was not quite as active as the coin-op and the copy I played 
was devoid of opposing racers... 

...Looking forward to the 3DO, or maybe the Jag? Dig on this piece! Bandai has created a portable Super 
Famicom console! There’s no price or release date on this hunk of hardware, but the Q-Mann did give it a spin 
recently and the color LCD screen is truly awesome! Add in hard-wired controls and you’ve got a fantastic 
machine that Nintendo will probably never approve (and, consequently, never see the light of day)...Rumor of 
the Month: Capcom has buried a secret code in the RC. Engine version of Street Fighter 2-Champion Edition 
that beefs it up to Turbo mode! Who’s going to be the first to find this five-star gem?... 

...Hudson’s hardware heads are putting the finishing touches on their upcoming unit, now being called the Iron 
Man, for release later this year. Nob-X overheard that this 32-Bitter is being outfitted with a new disc access 
system to eliminate the down-time plaguing other Hudson consoles...O.K., O.K., so my buds at Sega are telling 
me that they didn’t know about the SF2 thing. Well, we won’t quibble. Anyway, the “enhancements” that 
Capcom so generously described to the head ed for the last issue turns out to be the Turbo Edition. So, 
Nintendo fans get the game in July and Sega lands it in September. The Nintendo rev is much, much better - 
blowing away the original by a mile! 

...Look for a revolutionary new 16-Bit baseball ga 
beauty is rumored to have some of the hottest vis 
from the other sports game company...Is it just mi 
apparent? Hugh-Borg smashes Lore-Borg and ss 

hit the stands sometime next year. This multi-angled 
he world has ever seen! EA, you ask? No, no, no. It’s 

: the resolution to the Star Trek: TNG cliffhanger pretty 
le universe! Pretty simple, eh?... 

software (which the world never 
al Enforcers, will be bundled with 
heat of LE, but personally, I think 
wn unsold copies of that old 
at work at a sequel! With a TV 

...Konami, long-known for their introduction of new peripherals packaged with 
sees again), has announced to yours truly that their gotta-have shoot-out, Let 
a six-shooter of its own! Konami claims that the Super Scope can’t handle ths 
they’re looking for something to do with all the plastic left-over from melting d< 
voice-activated thing...The Bubsy 2 design team is already rumored to be har 
show and other licensing doo-dads on the way, Accoiade’s gotta deliver the cool cat in some more 
goods...The Quarter-fiend has discovered that T*HQ, long known for their jolly good licenses, has pulled down 
the rights to the upcoming Fox animated series, Operation: Aliens...Rum-or has it that the big boys from the 
Toy Headquarters are also looking into rights for The Shadow, based on the movie now in production... 

...Even though Super Mario Bros, arrived in theaters DOA, that hasn’t stopped producers from starting Double 
Dragon: The Movie (starring Robert Patrick of T2) and Street Fighter 2: The Movie (a $20 mil projected 
headed up by Hollywood honcho Ed Pressman)...Martin tells me that Mortal Kombat 2 is at an arcade 
somewhere around the EGM offices in Lombard. I’m catching a plane to test this out - look for the full report 
next issue. Until then, try not to play with your twinkies... 

- QUARTERMANN 
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MORE 3DO SUPPORT 
The 3DO Interactive Multiplayer 

will be showing up as soon as Sep¬ 
tember 1993, and it represents the 
latest in state-of-the-art, cutting edge 
technology that will stand apart from 
other high-resolution audio/video 
products in today’s market! It will 
retail for about $700. 

Like any home system, the 3DO 
Interactive Multiplayer attaches to 
your home television and stereo sys¬ 
tem - and will be particularly effective 
with stereo surround equipment. 

So far five companies have joined 
on as partners of this technologies: 
Matsushita, AT&T, Time Warner, 
MCA, and Electronic Arts. 

Boasting performance 50 times 
greater than anything on the market, 
the 3DO system can process an 
average of 50 million pixels per sec¬ 
ond, where a 16-Bit system can only 
process one million pixels of anima¬ 
tion per second. And where 16-Bit 
systems have 256 on-screen colors, 
the 3DO system has 16 million col¬ 
ors with 640 by 480 pixel resolution! 

The applications for this new sys¬ 
tem aren’t limited to entertainment 
only. It can also be used for educa¬ 
tion, information applications and 
many other uses. 

The system is also fully compatible 

In this corner the Panasonic 3DO 
Interactive Multiplayer. 

Electronic Arts will offer Road Rash: 
Blood of the Couriers. 

with existing video CDs, photo CDs 
and audio CDs. 

One of the more interesting 
aspects of this system, entertain¬ 
ment-wise, is in the area of motion 
pictures. Instead of passively watch¬ 
ing a movie, you can actually take 
part in the action with this system, 
playing (seemingly) a real character 
in real situations! Flight simulation is 
also given new meaning, as 
Dynamix will be doing a version of 
Aces Over Europe. These are a few 
of the things to look forward to. 

Panasonic used to be the only 
company developing a home 3DO 
system, however, Sanyo is also 
developing a system of their own. 
The competition in this field is 
already starting! 

The 3-D space epic Shock Wave by 
Electronic Arts is also coming! 

The breakthrough arcade classic 
Dragon’s Lair by ReadySoft, Inc. 

Classical music fans will find CPU 
Bach of great interest. 

If Jf H it )! ,Ji If f( 

Yes, there is even something for chess 
fans - BattleChess fans! 
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...and in this corner the Sanyo 3D0! 
The competition is starting! 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 55) 



JAGUAR, PORTABLE SUPER 
FAMICOM & WONDERMEGA 

NEW FROM ATARI: 
THE JAGUAR 

As the competition between home 
video game systems intensifies, one 
veteran is planning to re-enter the 
contest and come out the winner 
with one of the biggest and innova¬ 
tive systems yet! 

One of the most popular names in 
the home video game industry, Atari, 
is poised to release its latest home 
entertainment system, the Atari 
Jaguar. The Jaguar system will have 
have more than 16 million colors 
with 24-Bit color graphics to give a 
true 3-D effect. It uses the Atari- 
designed 64-Bit RISC processor as 
well as a Digital Signal Processor for 
the audio. The latter provides 16-Bit 
CD stereo quality sound. The system 
is intended to retail for $200 and will 
include a ten-key pad controller, and 
also a game. 

Both champions of the current 
home video game scene, the Super 
Nintendo and Sega Genesis each 
are 16-Bit. The high-powered Neo* 
Geo home game system is 24-Bit. 

Fans of old Atari games like Battle- 
zone and Tempest to name a few, 
will have a blast from the past with 
updated versions renamed Battle- 
zone 2000 and Tempest 2000 for the 
Jaguar. Other new titles include 
Jaguar Formula One Racing, Cyber- 
morph and Alien vs. Predator. There 
are plans to include third party pub¬ 
lishers in the future. 

As for the unit itself, playing games 
is only the beginning: there will be a 
32-Bit expansion port which can be 
connected to telephone and cable 
networks! It will also be able to play 
compact discs. 

According to publicity information, 

The Portable Super Famicom: The Home 
Entertainment Terminal! 

'The Atari Jaguar system will revolu¬ 
tionize the state of home entertain¬ 
ment as we see it today,” Sam 
Tramiel, president of Atari said. The 
idea of a 64-Bit system is earth shat¬ 
tering and kids and adults will be 
amazed at both the imagery and 
manipulative capabilities.” 

A PORTABLE 
SUPER FAMICOM? 

Super Famicom will soon enter the 
world of portable systems - and not 
just with popular GameBoy system 
translations of popular 8-Bit and 16- 
Bit titles! 

Recently Bandai unveiled a 
portable Super Famicom called the 
Home Entertainment Terminal 
(HET). The unit has a built-in 4-inch 
color LCD, and comes with a built-in 
TV tuner. The unit is also said to be 
connectable to several peripherals 
including a video printer, modem, 
fax, CD-ROM drive and others. 
There is no release date or price as 
of yet. 

JVC'S 
WONDERMEGA 2 

Priced ¥20,000($181) less than 

JVC’s Wondermega 2 is priced lower 
than the first Wondermega. 

the first unit, JVC's Wondermega 2 
will soon hit the stores in Japan. 
This modified peripheral of the earli¬ 
er version has some new and inter¬ 
esting features - most notably the 
new six-button controller. The Won¬ 
dermega is essentially a Mega Drive 
and Mega-CD (the Japanese ver¬ 
sions of the Sega Genesis and Sega 
CD systems) locked together in one 
unit. It will be priced at ¥59,000 
($543 at the current rate of 
exchange). Another notable differ¬ 
ence is the design: the Wondermega 
2 has a manual pop-up CD cover 
and eliminates the MIDI feature. 
However, the first Wondermega will 
still be kept around, as it had an 
MIDI feature. 

The Wondermega 2 also utilizes 
cordless units. There is a wireless 
controller which also serves as a 
remote control unit! It can control the 

The old Wondermega system will 
remain available in Japan. 
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SEGA TO RELEASE HOME 
VIRTUAL REALITY SYSTEM 

THE SEGA VR: 
THE LATEST 

After making a big splash with the 
Sega CD, Sega is taking gamers to 
the next level with the Sega VR. 

Set for a Christmas release, this 
peripheral is designed like a helmet 
(called HMD for Head Mounted Dis¬ 
play), completely enclosing your 
eyes and ears for the ultimate gam¬ 
ing experience. 

Instead of a limited aspect ratio for 
viewing games (the television set’s 
aspect ratio is 1.33:1), the VR covers 
(seemingly) 360 degrees, so you 
can’t escape the action! Earphones 
are also Included on the unit for 

The Sega VR doesn’t need a tele¬ 
vision set, but it does operate direct¬ 
ly with the Genesis system. 

The Sega VR system provides the 
ultimate gaming experience. 

THE GAMES 
The first games for the Sega VR 

system’s release - Christmas in ‘93. 

games, all of which are 16-Meg. 

56 Electronic Gaming Monthly 

OUTLAW RACING: Battle 20 are rocky terrains for a rough ride, 
other cars on several tracks in this grassy plains, ice zones to slip and 
360-degree intense driving 
game! Smash into walls, 
crash into other drivers, flip 
your car into a smashing 
roll, and do anything to 
cross the finish line ahead 
of your opponents! The on¬ 
screen display allows you to 
check your fuel, heading, alti¬ 
tude, and a map allows you to 

NUCLEAR RUSH 

check your course. slide on, even water zones! Don’t 
IRON HAMMER: Engage in inter- worry: you aren’t alone - you have a 

planetary warfare in this intense 3-D co-pilot who talks to you in perfectly 
digitized speech. Sewer 
Shark fans will probably 
feel right at home! 

MATRIX RUNNER: As an 
elite superhacker, you must 
enter the Matrix to solve a 
murder. In this cyberspace 
voyage, journey across 

bizarre landscapes to find 
flight simulator that puts you in the your killer, finding clues and not 
cockpit of a heavily armed Skimmer becoming the next victim! 
gunship. Your mission: search and NUCLEAR RUSH: It is after a 
destroy the enemy over 30 
warzones - all of them hos¬ 
tile! Check the enemy’s 
whereabouts using the 
onscreen radar, line him up 
in your crosshairs, and blow 

The combat takes place 
during daylight hours that 
slowly turn darker with the or 
nightfall. The combat zones t 
selves are also challenging:" 

through several dangerous 
wastelands! The waste is 
armed by robot drones who 
will destroy anyone that 
attempts to steal the stuff. 
Three levels of wasted 

OUTLAW RACING 
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shooters in arcades everywhere, not 
to mention a gazillion (whatever the 
heck that is!) fighting and sports 
games on the arcade scene! Enter 
the Sonic the Hedgehog Arcade 
Game by Sega. In this arcade trans¬ 
lation of the mega-popular home 

AMERICAN AMUSEMENT 
MACHINE ASSOCIATION 

Sonic the Hedgehog 
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' game is presented 
I dimensional overhead angle remi- 
! niscent of games like Marble Mad¬ 

ness by Atari and Viewpoint for the 
Neo-Geo. The graphics in Sonic are 
totally flawless! 

The second 
thing of 

rent and transported into a large ice 
cave complete with huge falling 
icicles and large sliding ice blocks. 

To help the whole experience 
along, the gamer is also provided 

Robotnik add some comic relie 
the proceedings! 

The levels are long and nume 
Sonic goes everywhere from a 
scorching desert complete with 
whirling sandstorms to 

something, they glance over their 
shoulders with a look of utter 
concern. They can cross chasms by 
swinging on chains, being shot out 
of catapults, and jumping onto a 
swinging trapeze! In one scene, they 
are swept under ice by a strong cur- 

cliffs high above Dr. Robotnik's 
domain. You can even score extra 
points by picking up the gold rings 
that litter your path and are hidden 
different places. 

The players ar 

large 52-inch i 
your life will decrease accordingly. If 
you are killed, you have the option of 
‘buying in' to continue play. 

the steel gate before the lava gets him! 

) see how good a video game 
be (and to put an ear-to-ear 

iur face) give this one a 
| workout for your forearms! Along 

te trackball, you are provided 
button which is used primarily 

I for making the characters execute a 
l spinning jump. This jump can be 

ck as well as to avoid 
I enemies. It seems as though Sega 

purposely kept the controls simple to 
I afford the player more of a chance 

te game. A very smart 



“...THE FASTEST PRODUCTION 

CAR IN THE WORLD...” 
-The Guinness Book of Records 1993 







The Diagnosis Is. 

I Game Doctor. Make yourself 
comfortable, read the back 
issues on the coffee table, and 
we'll take you one at a time. 

We're officially finishing off 
the Game Doc Envelope Art 

| Contest here in EGM. After all, 
VI has its own envelope art I gallery each issue, so a second 

section is redundant. Thanks to 
everyone who contributed! 

Q: I recently read about the 
Sega Channel in the June issue 
of EGM. I was wondering if, in 
order to receive the channel, 
would my cable company have to 
subscribe to it? 

Jason Clinton 
Portage, PA 

A: There's obviously plenty of 
I interest in Sega's new game 
I delivery system. First off, there 
I are actually two deals in the 

works. One is an AT&T project 

that intends to include point-to- 
point game play and may involve 
Sega software, but Sega's leaving I 
the talking to AT&T on that one. 

The Sega Channel is a co-ven¬ 
ture involving Sega/TCI/ Time- 
Warner. Sega has even estab¬ 
lished an independent company 
to run this channel which, for the 
foreseeable future, will enable 
subscribers to play whatever 
games are available that month, 
much as you watch movies on 
HBO and, yes, your cable service 
will have to sign up for you to play 
on the Sega Channel. 

LETTER* OF* THE •MONTH 

Q: The June EGM stated thi 
I Nintendo was planning to bring SFII 
I Turbo CE to the Super NES, wi" 
I to 24 megabits of memory. 

t can a system that runs on 
I 16-Bit processor read or display 
I games that are over 20 or 24 
H megabits? 

Esteban Frenk 
Cuernavaca, Mexico 

A: The fact that a system uses an 
I 8-Bit or 16-Bit or 64-Bit processor 
I doesn’t refer to the number of 

negabits it can run from any pro- 
jram. A 16-Bit processor is simply 
able to take 16-Bit "bites" of a pro- 

jn 8-Bit system. Having a bigger 
I mouth enables a 16-Bit machine to 
I process information more efficiently 

—one Bit is quicker than two. 
There’s also the matter of data 

I compression, one of the most signif- 
' int developments in computer 

I technology. With compression/ 
I decompression techniques 

D: What does it mean when a 
ne is called a sleeper? It 

| sounds like the kind of game that 
d bore you to death, but it's I always used in the context of a 

really cool game. 
Tim Yanalunas 

W. Bloomfield, Ml 

fanfare or a major advertising 
push but which, because of its 
innate appeal, becomes a popu¬ 
lar success. So, yes, sleepers 
refer to cool, yet modest, games. 

I amounts of data can be squeezed 
.e., compressed), then 

I returned to normal size (decom- 
■ pressed) after it's been processed. 
I Today, compression can be done 
j “on the fly,” while you're actually 
I playing the game. This allows devel- I 
I opers to fit more data into the same I 
I amount of space. 

Remember to send those Qs to: I 
I Game Doc (EGM) 330 S Decatur, I 

is Vegas, NV 89107. I 
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INTERNATIONAL 
=NEW5 = 

PARTIAL MAP OF THE FIRST TOWN 



INTERNATIONAL 
=NEWS = 

SONIC’S DRD! 
Here’s a bit of trivia about 

Sonic 2’s stage select cheat 
(open the option menu, play 
music selections 19, 65,09, and 
17, return to the title screen and 
press A and Start together). 
(Sorry Trickman!) These num¬ 
bers identify a certain date, Sep¬ 
tember 17,1965. This happens 
to be the birthday of Yuji Naka, 
the brilliant Sega game producer 
responsible for Sonic 1,2 and 
the upcoming 3. 

While we’re on the subject of 
Sonic, Sister Sonic, the RPG 
that was under development by 
Sega Falcom, will be delayed. 
Originally, Sega Falcom intend¬ 

Poor Sonic won’t have his sister 
in her own game for a while. 

ed to develop Falcom’s PC Pop¬ 
ful Mail RPG with an entirely 
new cast of characters as Sister 
Sonic. 

However, when word leaked 
out, fans of Popful Mail demand¬ 
ed that it be released on the 
Mega CD in its original form. 
Faced with a deluge of angry let¬ 
ters, Sega Falcom decided that 
they should do exactly what the 
fans demanded. So, sorry folks, 
Sister Sonic appears to be a 
back-burner project. 

Still, it shows what a large 
group of gamers can do to influ¬ 
ence the companies. So what 
we’ve lost in an RPG, we won in 
showing the companies that we 

Pretty nifty, huh? i 

SONIC & TAILS GG 
CAME GEAR | 4 MEG 

The continuing adventures of 
the world’s fastest hedgehog 
make a lightning quick return to 
the Game Gear. Unlike previous 
versions of Sonic the Hedgehog 
for Sega’s portable, this time you 
can play as the cuddly Tails. 

When you hear the word 
“portable,” you often think of a 
sized-down game. Not true in this 
case. Sonic and Tails GG has as 
much adventure as the previous 
Genesis versions, and maybe 
even more. The graphics are out¬ 
standing, and a whole comple¬ 
ment of secret areas to find make 
Sonic and Tails GG one of the 
better action games for your 
portable. So if you like Sonic and 
his buddy, you are in for a real 
treat. Things look bright. It could 
come here very soon. 



SEGA OF 
INTERNATIONAL 
=NEW5 = 

FATAL FURY 2 AND 

STREET FIGHTER 2 ON CD! 
Caught your attention? Good! 

And I’m not even lying to you. 
There are such things, in fact, I 
have a few myself. These aren’t 
the type of CDs that you can 
play games with, rather you can 
listen to them. The more popular 
games have their soundtracks 
put on the CD format. A few I’ve 
recently seen are half a dozen 
versions of the Street Fighter 
music, a pumpin’ soundtrack to 
Konami’s Contra series, and of 
course Yuzo Koshiro’s Bare 
Knuckles 1 & 2, Actraiser, and 
Super Adventure Island. 

My personal favorite is Fatal Fury 2. 
I highly recommend it. 

There are arranged versions of 
the music, often containing real 
instruments. These are a far cry 
from the music normally found in 

If you can get your hands on 
these, you won’t be disappoint¬ 
ed. The music’s out there. All 
you have to do is look. These 
are terrific tunes. 

MEGA-CD 

It looks like the Mega-CD is 
getting some top-notch fighting 
games this month. One of the 
better ones I've seen is Burning 
Fists. This fighting CD has a 
host of combatants who are 

BURNINC 
X 

A 
moves. Aside from being 

your average fighting 
game, Burning Fists 
terrific CD sound and 
music. Burning Fists is 
its way. Be prepared! 

i SUPER BASES LOADED 2 
SURER FAMICOM | 12 MEG | CARTI 

One of the m t impressive 

Tokyo Toy Show was Super 
Bases Loaded 2 for the Super 
Famicom. It puts to use the Mode 
7 scaling, thus putting you right in 
the middle of the action. Every¬ 
thing that happens during the 
game, from the fielding to the 
intermissions, uses incredible 

If a game looks cool, that’s all 
fine and dandy, but this one also 
plays very well. Playability is what 
counts, and Super Bases Loaded 
2 really shines. 

The odds are very likely that 
this one will come to America, 
and if it does, I highly recommend 
it. Armchair athletes won’t be able 
to put this one down, or anyone 
else who likes baseball. 
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INTERNATIONAL 
=NEWS = 
5EGR'S NEW PICO COM¬ 

PUTER FOR KIDS. 

i In late June, Sega of Japan 
launched Pico, a computer for 
kids. Attractively finished in a ! 
bright yellow plastic case with 
bold red and blue accents, Pico 
folds out like a notebook com¬ 
puter. However, it doesn't have a 
screen - it has to be hooked up 
to a TV. Pico uses special soft¬ 
ware shaped like books that 
slide into the upright section of 
the unit. When the pages of the 
book are turned, the video image 
on the TV also changes. The 
front part is a pressure sensitive 
pad that comes with a pen¬ 

Don’t you wish you had one of these 
when you were a kid? 

shaped stylus. Using the the sty¬ 
lus, characters contained in the 
book can be made to run, jump 
and do all sorts of other things. 
As Pico is intended for kids aged 
3 to 6, the software is designed 
with education in mind. Kids can 
learn how to draw and color, do 
simple arithmetic and learn basic 
reading skills with their favorite 
TV cartoon characters like 
Doraemon. Four titles will be 
released together with the 
16,000 Yen (about $140). 
Besides Sega, other book soft¬ 
ware is said to be in preparation 
by Bandai, ASCII and other 
licensees. Pico should be mak¬ 
ing its way to the States in April, 
1994. It should be an easier way 
of learning. Now don’t you feel 
like you were jipped as a kid? 

COLUMNS III 
I 2 MEG 1 

'Tetris," Sega of Japan has 
improved upon their popular 

I game Columns for great results. 
First off, you will see the 

graphics have improved tremen- 
I dously, and secondly, up to five 

players can compete at once. H Vou ™an|; 
Imagine the intensity and fun of ’ 
five friends taking out their frus- 
trations on one another! It's Vplay a two- 
great; if you love action puzzlers, player game. 



INTERNATIONAL 
=NEWS = 

I TROUBLE SHOOTER 2 GG ALESTE II 

NICE DO... NOT! 
The latest craze to afflict the 

video game populous is hair, err, 

ative individuals have taken it 
upon themselves to create hair 
styles based on their favorite 
cartoon and video game charac¬ 
ters. These people go way 
beyond simply coloring their hair. 
In fact, they’ve cut, shaved, and 
combed to shape the features of 
their favorite characters. The 
most popular seem to be Sega’s 
Sonic the Hedgehog, and his 
adorable buddy Tails. Others, 
like the Tazmanian Devil, are 
also prevalent. 

How would you like to have a 

What would you do if you found a 
Tails on the back of your head? 

Sonic right on the back of your 
head? To most people this idea 
sounds a bit too exotic, but you 

Imagine what your parents 

This motley group show off their 
latest creations. Pretty funky! 

would say if they caught you with 
hair like this. I’d rather not think 
about it. What next? Plastic 
Surgery? Naaaaah... 

One thing you don’t see a lot of 
is a video game with a girl as the 
main character. Over the years 
one of the better ones called 
Trouble Shooter entered the mar¬ 
ket. This intense shooter has 
spawned a sequel that is as fast 
as the first, maybe more so! 

Even though the main character 
is a girl, this game is not for 
wimps. Great shooter. 

Anyone who likes shooters will 
more than likely dig the Aleste 
series. It’s almost a given. How 
does it translate onto the portable 
format? Very well, in fact this ver¬ 
satile sequel has more special 
effects than the original game! It's 
the best portable shooter around. 
The power-ups and intensity rival 
no one. Shooter fans, 1 hope it 
comes to the States, for your sake! 

2 
The things you shoot range from the 

non-penetrating, to the easily mushed. 
B This game is totally rad! It’s not only 

fast, but really difficult! 

uz 

6 



INTERNATIONAL 
=NEWS= 

TAITO OF JAPAN 

MORE NEWS ON THE 

ORME SCHOOLS... 
Since so many readers wanted 

to know more about the game 
schools, I’ve acquired some 
more information, particularly on 
the the latest one, HAL 

One of the more respected 
computer education designers, 
HAL, recently reached an agree¬ 
ment with Nintendo to set up 
four- and two-year programs to 
groom future generations of 
video game creators. The cur- | 
riculum for these programs will 
include basic programming, 
hands-on software development 
on Nintendo developer systems, 

HAL: the place of higher learning, 
and the future of video games. 

and even extend to multimedia 
studies on CD-ROM. As the big 

j ’N’ is behind these new pro¬ 
grams, it’s likely the graduates 
will find work with Nintendo and 
their licensees. (Of course 
grades will be taken into consid¬ 
eration!) Besides the Nintendo 

eral other game designer 
schools most of which are run by 
software producers. The most 
notable of such game schools 
include those of Enix, Hudson 
and Human. It’s too bad that all I 
these schools can only accept 
Japanese, or people who are flu¬ 
ent in the language. 

I hope this sheds a little more 
light on the subject. I’ll try to get 
more info, but no promises. Until 

TAITO SUPER BASEBALL 
SUPER FAMICOM | 12 MEG I CART 

The national 
smb to be 

ist part, baseball. Already we 
ve seen nearly countless 

incarnations of the sport on the 
so game format. Now compa- 
s can improve upon the com- 
i theme. This is one of those 

games. The graphics are well 
done, and it gives the impression 

eing in a real stadium. Peo- 

most likely enjoy it. 

VAMPIRE KILLER: DRACULA X 
SUPER CD-ROM | CD I CD-ROM 



GO HAIR WIRE 
WITH YOURM 
SNESWM 

He's quicker than a greased 
hairball. Tighter than a hairpin 
turn. He's got hair with an 

attitude. And the fastest 
hairspray in the west. He's 
trouble in the fast lane. Tricks 



LET'S Ri 

In the ring... out of the ring...OUT-OF-CONTROL! Take on 12 of the best Superstars of the World 
Wrestling Federation® as you atomic-drop, headbutt, piledrive and dropkick your way through the most 
grueling test of wrestling skills ever devised!! 

★ ROYAL RUMBLE: 6-IN-THE-RING SIMULTANEOUS 
MAYHEM! 

★ "NO-HOLDS-BARRED BRAWL" WITH NO REF... 
AND NO RULES!! 

★ MORE SUPERSTARS THAN EVER BEFORE - EACH 
WITH HIS OWN TRADEMARK MOVE!! 

* "DIRTY TRICK" CHOKE-HOLDS, EYE-GOUGES AND 
BACK-BREAKING CHAIR-SLAMS!! 

* TOURNAMENT MANIA: WIN THE CHAMPIONSHIP BELT! 

YOU MAY BE READY TO WRESTLE... 
BUT ARE YOU READY TO RUMBLE?!! 





INTERPLAY THE LOST VIKINGS fM 
SUPER NES LEVEL PASSWORDS 

for The Lost Vikings. At 
the title screen, move to 
the Password Option and 
press START. Put in any 
one of these passwords 
and you will be transported 
to that level. This is great 
for people who want to 
start where they left off! 

V [KINGS 

02 - GR8T 
03 - TLPT 
04 - GRND 
05 - LLMO 
06 - FLOT 
07 -TRSS 
08 - PRHS 
09 -CVRN 

- VLCN 

12 - QCKS 
13 - PHRO 
14 - C1RO 
15 - SPKS 
16 -JMNN 
17 -TTRS 
18 -JLLY 
19 - PLNG 
20 - BTRY 
21 - JNKR 
22 - CBLT 
23 - HOPP 
24 - SMRT 
25 - V8TR 

26 - NFL8 
27 - WKYY 
28 - CM BO 
29 - 8BLL 
30 -TRDR 
31 - FNTM 
32 - WRLR 
33 -TRPD 
34 - TFFF 
35 - FRGT 
36 -4RN4 

SUPER NES 

BUBSY 

CHAPTER PASSWORDS 
Here Is a great list of 

chapter passwords for that 
wonderful game starring 
Bubsy! At the title screen, 
press SELECT. Move to 
the Password entry and 
press SELECT again. Now 
enter the password of your 
choice, press SELECT 
and then START. 

Chapter 01: JSSCTS 
Chapter 02: CKBGMM 
Chapter 03: SCTWMN 
Chapter 04: MKBRLN 



Fight off dinosaur invaders i 

WZi 

zfsNfWj MW 
o 

llw 



KONAMI BATMAN RETURNS fM 
SUPER NES INCREASE TO 9 CONTINUES*! 

This game can get diff 
cult at times and you ma 
need something to help 
you out. This great trick 
will let you gain an extra 
six continues instead of 
the normal 3 for a total c 
continues! To do this, yc 

screen, move down to 
Options and pre 
When you are in 
Option mode, ta 

buttons in this order: UP, 
X, LEFT, Y, DOWN, B, 
RIGHT, A, UP, X. After 
you do this, you will hear a 
ringing sound which indi¬ 
cates that the trick worked. 
Now, when you are in the 
game and happen to be 
defeated, the Game Over 
screen will come up with a 

START, continue option that has 
le been increased to 9! 
con- Defeat The Penguin and 

1 PASSWORDS 
These passwords are for 

getting through all of the 
stages in Batman Returns 
for the NES. With these 
passwords, you will also 
be virtually invincible, 
although you can still die 

3: 1999 14 BBBB 19 
1:1991 14 BBBB 18 
2: 199B 14 BBBB 17 
3: 199X14 BBBB 16 
1: 199D 14 BBBB 15 
2: 199Y 14 BBBB 14 
3: 199Z 14 BBBB 13 





1 VIRGIN CHUCK ROCK H [ 

1 GENESIS LEVEL SKIP t 

great new trick! At the 
I title screen (while the band 

is playing), press these 
I buttons in this order: A, B, 
I RIGHT, A, C, A, DOWN, 

B, RIGHT, A. After you do 

will warp 

i then you 
able to fight the last bos: 
by pressing RIGHT and 
button A at the 

II give yc 

> I PLAY HIDDEN LEVELS 1 
the hidden levels (11-1 
15-10)1 Next, a round 

' ct screen will appear 

Nintendo keep running 
after “The End” screen, 
this incredible code will 
appear. At the title scree 
press and hold the 
SELECT button anc 
press the B button 1 
times. After you do this, 

' appear that 

>e able 

lls you that you c 

choose from any round in 
the higher levels. There is 

win also a sound select option 
creen, so you can hear any of the 

great tunes of the game! 
then Get ready for more chal- 
0 lenging puzzle action with 
his, a this code! 

Danny Watkins 
Bluefield, VA 

1 
On the title i 

DIAGONALLY UP-LEFT 
on the pad with buttons A 
and C. Keep holding all of 
these and press the Reset 
button. When the title 
screen appears again, let 
go of everything and press 
B. A new Options screen 
will appear allowing you to 
open the map, get infinite 
lives, invincibility, etc. 

Curtis J. Hepworth 
Ogden, Utah 

LIGHTENING FORCES 
GENESIS FULL POWER-UP CODE 
This awesome trick will 

give you full weapons to 
insure destruction of your 
enemies. First, pause the 
game during play, and do 
this code with the pad and 
buttons on controller 1: 
UP, RIGHT, A, DOWN, 
RIGHT, A, C, LEFT, UP, 
B, and UP. Now press the 
START button and you 
can use any weapon! 

Tim Phung 
Houston, TX 



Freakin 
AwesMiw 

With so much firepower at your fingertips, you're 
expected to win, right? Wrong! Even with super 
beam, smart bombs and power line super weapons at 
your disposal, your enemies will see that you face the 
ultimate in terror! 
Super Turricanis one of the finest Action/Adventure 
games you'll ever see, feel, play or hear! That's right, 
near! With full-feature Dolby Surround Sound7", itthe 
incredible graphics don't toast you, the sound alone is 
enough to turn your brain into a crispy critter. 

Try and survive 13 levels of the most unusual worlds 
ever seen. Over 1000 screens. High-tech weaponry. 
Brilliant special effects, 3-D graphics and exhilarating 
gameplay! 
A warning to the cocky player who thinks he's seen it 
all: here you better expect tne unexpected! 

For your Super NES d 
&NES systems. * j SEIKA 

Xke Met" 



ire is a way to get 
through this game with 

ter ease than normal, 
le title screen, choose 

the Options and while you 

iw mode on “Cockpit” 
1 the Rolling mode on 
ee." Now, take off in 

your plane and 
Afterburners on to tne limit 

eir capacity. Also, turn 
your plane to a 45 degree 
angle and just fly this way 

with your guns blasting 
away. You will be going so 
fast, barely anything can 
touch you. You will still get 
hit, and sometimes even 
blown up, but the stages 
will pass by quickly and 

When you have to go 
your straight, just quickly move 

up and down to avoid 
shots. When someone is 
on your tail, do 180 degree 

STREET FIGHTER II m CAPCOM STREET FIGHTER III 

SUPER WES GAME GENIE CODE 

This is a great code 
will give Ken and Ryu a 
“Champion Edition" type 
Dragon punch, a low Hurri- 

s Kick, Slow Fireballs 
with the Jab button and 
(no delay) fast Fireballs 
with the Fierce button, plus 
an air move codel 

3BAE - DDOO 
EEA6 - 0760 
EEE2 - D761 
B9AO - DD60 
B1A4 - 6707 

Here is another great 
code for Ken and Ryu ' 
will make their Dragon 
Punches disappear and 
reappear about 2 to 3 
inches forward. This com¬ 
bined with air moves and 
(no delay) slow and fast 
Fireballs makes a great 
code for ” 
just can’t get enough! 

31 A4 - 6707 
B9AO - DD60 
5BAE - DD60 





At the title screen of the 
game, just press these 
buttons in this exact order: 
II, I, I, II. Now, in the upper 
left-hand corner of the 
screen, the health points 
should have changed to 
99. When you start the 
game, your health will sur¬ 
prisingly read 12 again, 
but don’t worry; if you get 
hit by an object or enemy, 
your health will not 
decrease. 

m 

In any level of the 
game, press the START 
button to pause the game yl-M Ml Me 

controller 1: 
C, A, B, C, B, A, C. A 
this is done, you w 
a tone which indicates th 
the trick has worked. 
Immediately afterwards, 

TRADEWEST BATTLETOADS 
GENESIS WARP TO LEVEL 3 j 
This great trick that was 

originally in the Nintendo 
version of Battletoads is 
also in the new Genesis 
version! To do this trick, 
you must be very quick! 
The trick is actually easier screen that tells you that 
with two players so try this you can advance 2 levels! 
method with a friend using Make sure that you are 
the second pad to control quick enough with this 
the other toad. In the trick, or the warp will dis¬ 

and then quickly run over 
to the first platform on the 
right. Jump onto the plat¬ 
form and there will be a 
glowing warp. Move into 
the warp and you will get a 

T.T.I. SHOCKMAN £ 
DUO RECHARGE YOUR POWER 

If your power happens to 
get low in this game, just 
do this great method to 
gain it back. Press the 
RUN button to pause the 
game, and then hold LEFT 
on the pad and press but- 1 
tons 1, II, and SELECT 
simultaneously and 
repeatedly until your ener¬ 
gy bar gets full. This will 
greatly help in the game! 

Dantes Reyes 
Cornelius, OR I H 

TRICKMRN’5 GETTING MRRRIED! 
in Terry went out and popped the < 

Electronic Gaming Monthly 



oiling hunder for the 
Sega Genesis smokes. We won't 
waste your time with words, 

\ check out the screen shots and 
you'll know. Grab it while 

ly first class! 

1^> hard-core levels! 
12 action packed megs! 

• Intense hidden areas! 
• Password support! 





*i more danger at every turn. 
Can you take the heat? Call(80C 
245-4525anytime to reenlist. 

So you think you earned your stripes 
'by blowing away the Desert Madman. Don't 

be so sure. This new crisis pushes the 
iprature sky high. 
Jungle Strikethe Sequel to Desert Strike. 

With 16 screaming Megs of action, you 
spearhead the ultimate mission. Hunt down 
‘ and destroy a drug lord's terrorist empire 

More Washington D.C. gets nuked. 
1 It’s your toughest mission yet. Blast 
\your way through nine new levels. From 

i Washington D. C. to the Amazon to the 
snowcapped Andes. Deadly night 

B You’ll need a whole j| 
arsenal of vehicles. A Super 
Comanche Helicopter, an MX9 

\ Attack Hovercraft, a Special Forces'*’ 
Motorcycle, andanF-117A Stealth Fighter. 
But the enemy’s packing more firepower, too, 

with 26 new vehicles and weapons. Includ- 

BASIC TRAINING 
FOR 1NE JUNGLE. 



Sonic Joins ftt \ 
Digital Revolution ■. 



w 
Everyone’s favorite blue 
hedgehog will also be 
teamed up with a new char- 

I acter- Amy Rose. 
R Nicknamed Rosy the 

Rascal, she’s a Tarot 
card-reading, future- 
predicting accomplice 
who tags along after 

, Sonic (a la Tails). 
Amy is infatuated 

with Sonic; in fact 
she believes it is 

|B her destiny to be 
Sonic’s girlfriend, 
but he's just not 

required 
to go back in 

time or forward to the future, 
but if you do, it will alter the outcome 

According to Sega, the time travel 
idea existed since the original Sonic 
game but immense memory was 
needed, and only CD-ROM could 
do it. 

The game has so much depth, in 
fact, that players can conquer the 

in Sonic CD, the 
Blue Blur must face 

more dangerous enemies than 
ever before. Metal Sonic is a much 
more technologically advanced, 
upgraded model of Mecha Sonic 
(sort of like Terminator and T2). 
Unlike the first two installments, 

“Vt'jbubY] iijy iiab iijjjij ui>yui 5yj)b CL> b iitui 

■jail's j>/yy/ujj]jjj3n im iylsaj) fijJJ ydvyjjiyrjy yf 

iija by/ufj:* cu^fjsiiy yjj u syju^yc: dbs, 

jynis b iii/aa iy fyyr iijjjy.5 Ju/ijar iijyjj iita 

yri'A'jiu imiuJJjjjajjb ]jj iija 5yj)3c y*t 

game in a number of different ways. 
If it sounds confusing, don’t worry, 

everything will make sense once you 
play the game. 

Sega said they retained the basic 
look from earlier Sonic titles, 
although Sonic will be more animat- 

now face a whole slew of different 

The bosses will be under Robot- 
nik’s control, so fans can expect 
Sonic will be facing mechanized ter- 

He will be faster than ever before 
and once a certain speed is reached 
he can, get this, move forward or 
backward in time. 

Sonic won’t be able to time travel 
until he collects a certain number of 
power-ups. But once he’s ready to 
go back to the past or go forward to 
the future, he’ll start glowing. Once 
he hits this mode, Sonic can choose 
what level he will transport to. 

Although Sega didn’t 
reveal precisely why 
Sonic has to time 
travel, they did say ^ 

change something 

Unlike Sonic I and II, there are no 
Chaos Emeralds, but something 
similar will take their place. 

To keep the basic flavor of 
Sonic but also inject fresh ideas, 
Sega placed the head of the 
development team from Sonic 1 
and II in an advisory capacity. 

Other artists from the earli- 

working or 
lie titles wt 

i Sonic CD include the 
\i Sonic in the 

original Sonic and the A 
creator who brought 



G&G/Captron Stores summed 

Sup*1 
Race head-to-head with 
a friend or against the 
computer in great split¬ 
screen, Mode 7 tm 

graphics -Super NES 

60 Locations! Call 
1-800-262-7462 
For The G&G/Captron Store Near You. 

The greatest name in World 
Championship racing 

-Super NES 



sore/\k/\E.Y^S 

-Coming 
in August 

$5 OFF 
Featured Titles 

With This Coupon 

Offer expires September 1 
Titles subject to availablity 

Not valid with any other < 

i 

1993 

offer. 

Play either Dr. Grant, 
the heroic 

paleontologist, 
or the blood thirsty 
dinosaur. Raptor 

-Genesis 

Plunge into a 29-level 
adventure that takes 
fou all across 
the seas |CCO 
Genesis r , ^ r 

Electronic Arts , f , 

jungle Strike The Sequel 
to 
16-Meg's of fast and furious 
combat using four fully-armed 
weapons of war 

-Genesis 

You Can Also 
Mail Order If! 

Hot But Hard 
To Find? 

Just Call 

1-800-262-7462 

& G&G/Captron Will 
Help You Get the 

Title You' re Looking 
_ For. 



SunSoft has been working hard to 
expand their video game lineup. 
The following four pages represent 
what Sunsoft has been up to in the 
past year. 

Let’s begin with Aero the 
Acro'bat. This spunky little charac- 

Sunsoft has acquired the license 
to produce the Neo*Geo fighting 
game, World Heroes, for the Super 
Nintendo. This 16-Meg fighting 
game takes eight of the best known 
warriors of time and puts them in a 
fighting match for supremacy. With 
tons of secret moves and combos, 
World Heroes is sure to be a hit! 

Disney’s Beauty & the Beast will 
become an industry first as Sunsoft 
appeals to both boys and girls with 
two separate games. Roar of the 
Beast is an action game for boys 
while Belle’s Quest is an adventure 
geared more toward girls. Sunsoft 
wjll even merchandise the two 
games together in a “Family Edi¬ 
tion” that will contain both games. It 
looks like a great year for Sunsoft! 

I FUN UNDER 
RIG TOP! 

I Edgar Ektor, an evil industrialist, 
has sabotaged the circus where 

the Acro*Bat thrills audiences 
Lis high-flying antics. Aero's 

Aero the Acro'Bcit 

Super NES! 
Super NES owners will have a chance 

to save the circus from Edgar Ektor. 
This version features the same high¬ 
flying antics as the Genesis version, 

us stages like this one 
where Aero must fly through rings and 

mission is to travel around and dis¬ 
arm the sabotaged attractions. This 
flamboyant character visits levels 
like a crazy amusement park and an 
old museum in search of Edgar 
Ektor. The following two-page pre¬ 
view is from the Sega Genesis ver¬ 
sion. The Super NES version is still 
in the final stages. 

Lota of things for 

Aero to do! 

JjfjL 
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The adventure doesn't stop here! The 
woods are crawling with Edgar’s hench¬ 
men. Aero will be taking part in some 
really strange events this time. With all 
the thrill of bungee jumping, even Aero 
the Acro'Bat can’t resist. Take a dive to 
collect points and even some extra lives! 
Other strange things include rolling down 
a hill in a barrel and sliding down a water¬ 
fall ladened with razor-sharp spikes and 
other nasty surprises. 

Electronic Gaming Monthly 
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mu OF COURSE, NORMAL MODE: 

JCE LEUEL AND SUB DOCK: DUE AND SURFACE! 
Slip and slide your way through this level that takes you underground to a sub dock! The sub bobs up and 

BCTcapcom NES | MODERATE OCTOBER] 

tU 4 MEG 8 | ACTION | 40% | 



round sjh— 
...In this corner, that lovable little 

MORE IN STORE FOR 

MEGfl MAN: 
CONSTRUCTION ZONE 

5JPER WES: 
mEGfl Mm X 



Last year’s Disney film continued 
its magic on video game systems 
coming this fall or winter. 

Take part in a wondrous tale of 
adventure as Disney’s Aladdin 
slashes his scimitar against hordes 
of thieves, skeletons, palace guards, 
giant scorpions, and more! In this 
hair-raising adventure, Disney's 
Aladdin sets off in search of the 
Scarab, journeys through the Cave 
of Wonders, finds the Genie’s Lamp, 

and pulls off a daring prison escape! 
Now he must defeat the evil Jafar to 
win the hand of the beautiful 
Princess Jasminel 

This cart has been recreated with 
graphics created by Disney's anima¬ 
tors. The scenes and characters are 
taken straight from the movie, 
including the Genie, Jafar, Rajah, 
Jasmine, and the Magic Carpet! 

onic Gaming Monthly 



Strategic Thinking. 
^Killer Instincts. 

ire victory. Use your missiles, cannons, losers and 
strategy gome that's hot enough to melt your armor. With the jumpjets wisely if you expect to defeat your crafty foes. Your 
advantages of an advanced 3-D flight simulator, as well as o reward? More money to build more powerful 'Mechs, critical to 

It's the yeor 3027. 
Revenge is your motive. A Battlemech is your method. Oulmoneuver, 
outsmart and outfight the Dark Wing Lance. Pursue every lead. 

Ipg^q Track them to the furthest corners of the 

completing your ever more 
complicated missions. 

r ,v ^ Perched in the control 
room of a 60-ton 'Mech, in¬ 
credible 3-D graphics allow 
you to command the action. 
Use the practice mode and 

galaxy. But ya' gotta be smart. Only a g 

save game features to jump straight into the action. Whether you 
choose instant action or the rewards of an entire combat ca 
sure to make you sweat 
bullets. It's Mechwarrior. AcliYiTiON 

i YOUR SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM. TO ORDER: SEE YOUR LOCAL RETAILER OR CALL 1-800-477-3650 





ENTER FOR A 
CHANCE TO 
WIN SOME 

OF THESE 
GREAT 

PRIZES! 

HOW TO ENTER: 
Bones Jackson, Spew Puke and other Mutant 
League players will judge your suggestion for 
the name of a new star player in Mutant 
League Hockey. 

Complete the entry form below and mall to: 
MUTANT LEAGUE FOOTBALL CONTEST (EGM) 
1920 Highland Avenue, Suite 222 
Lombard, IL 60148 

CONTEST PRIZES! 
1 GRAND PRIZE: 
• A prop of the head used in the Mutant League 

Football ad 
• Your player’s name immortalized as a star player on 

a Mutant League Hockey team 
• The very first copy of Mutant League Hockey (by 

Christmas) 
• A Mutant League Football personalized jersey and 

baseball cap 
25 FIRST PRIZES: 
• Mutant League Football jersey personalized with the 
winner’s last name on the back 

50 SECOND PRIZES: 
• Mutant League Football baseball cap 

MUTANT LEAGUE FOOTBALL CONTEST ENTRY FORM ’ 
1 Send to: MUTANT LEAGUE FOOTBALL CONTEST (EGM) 

1920 Highland Avenue, Suite 222 
Lombard, IL 60148 

| Name_ | 
■ Address_ . 
* City, State_ * 
I Zip Code_ | 
■ Phone (_)_ a 

| MUTANT LEAGUE HOCKEY’S STAR PLAYER IS... I 

I_I ELECTRONIC ARTS’ 



3 EDI WEAPONS 

st. -a , | BLASTER 

THESE ICONS WILL HELP IN THE REBELLION J SMALL jj LIGHT- 
HEART SABER 
Restores l) Increases 

1CHRONO kJ**i|BIG "1JEDI 
4 TIMER HEART I © SHIELD 

I m IwSer I « I 
w Multiplies 

I-1 points earned. I-1 

B 
J ticking clock. of your health. 
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COME 
ON OUT 

AND CLAY! 
Interplay Is taking the 

head-to-head fighting 
Iheme a step further by 

adding a little humor to it. Clay 
Fighter uses digitized claymation 

characters and has given them their 
own fighting styles with some unique 
attacks. Fight with a glob of clay that 
can turn itself into anything such as 
a deadly bomb, or an opera lady that 
can attack with her terrible singing. 
Choose from any of eight characters 

funniest fighter around. Now on with 
the clay-off! 
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BAD MR. FROSTY 
This is one snow-made dude that 
definitely needs to chill out! This 
snowman-gone-bad has several dead¬ 
ly moves - especially his Snow Boul¬ 
der that rolls over enemies! 

CRUSHER 
Not very fast, but he packs a punch! I 
Crusher gets hold of an opponent he 
will give no quarter! His Body Crush 
' a well-deserved name: if he uses it 

you, he will crush you big time! 

BONKER 
His name may refer to his large ham¬ 
mer he uses to pulverize opponents! 
An energetic clown who likes to fight, 
Bonker gloats over broken, defeated 
enemies laying on the ground! 

BATTLE IT OUT IN 
THE BONUS SCREEN 
The clay fighters will tough it out in a 

very cool MODE 7 bonus level with sever¬ 
al platforms braced against a rotating 
wheel. The object is to knock off the 
other player. 

BLOB 
He creeps., you know the song! This 
could be one of the most powerful 
fighters in the game as he can 
assume a variety of weapons - like 

. saws and other items! 

VAL 
Sorry, guys, this babe is taken! She 
can also belt out a tune to smash the 

age! Unfortunately, she’s slow! 

jS&f 
VKMG DIVE FLYING KICK 

W 
OPERA CRUNCH HIGH NOTE 

GHOSTGUY 
Boo! This fighter will scare you! 
Ghost Guy is very slippery and 
attacks with great speed and ac 
cy! However, when defeated, hi! 
explodes in a pile of leaves! 
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LAST, BUT NOT LEAST, SUPER MARIO BROS. 3: 
The curtain rises on the fourth and final game, Super Mario Bros. 3! The most 
extensive Mario game for the NES, it’s even more enjoyable on the 16-Bit platform! 
Everything is here from: the Raccoon and Cape powers to the music note boxes, 
this game will keep you playing for hours! The map below is of World 1-2, look 
familiar? Remember to collect the item at the end of each level for big points! 
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SELECT YOUR GAME: 
Here are the four games you can play! The 
Lost Levels Is the Japanese version of Super 
Mario Bros. 2 (the U.S. version was called 
Dream Factory in Japan)! There is also an 
option to customize the controls! 

YES, IT’S 16-BIT, BUT IS IT REALLY THE SAME AS THE 8-BIT VERSION? 
Absolutely! Everything is the same ■ even the ability to walk through walls and ceilings that appear to be programming glitches! 

Even the ability to “jump ahead” to bonus levels has been retained! Check out the comparison below! 
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LEVEL 2-1: WE’RE IN! 
This level is more moving and fighting! 

However, there are some new moves! 
When a Walker shows up, smash it and 

grab its leg to use as a weaponl The 
Dragons use it to drive enemies through 
the floor, and the ‘Toads swat enemies! 

LEVEL 4: SHOOTIN’ TIME 
IN THE MILKY WAY! 

Here you must get in your little space¬ 
ship and take to the skies! The ship you 
landed on and fought your way through 
in Levels 1-3 is now your adversary! 
Shoot select parts of it to bits! Watch for 
asteroids and other enemy objects! The 
control is very different here: The JUMP 
Button is your thruster and makes you 
move, while the PUNCH Button fires 
your laser! Your Life Meter is the same - 
with each hit it gets diminished! 

BOSS 2-1: Doorman 
This guy throws sticks of 

dynamite! The only way to 
defeat him is to pick them 

up (press punch to pick up 
the stick and punch again 
to throw) and throw back! 

LEVEL 5: PUNCH ME (ALL LEVEL LONG): 
On top of a speeding rocket, make your way to the cockpit 
where Robo Manus awaits! Look out for flaming thrusters 
(A) that can burn you up, and ninja warriors that jump out 
from behind the fins (B)! On the lower sections there are 

r 5-1: H 
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THIS IS THE ULTIMATE TEAM: Battle toads and Double Dragon! 

& 
ITEMS: 

Bonus Pods: 
, Contain any 

. rm i 
Zitz Rash Pimple Thwack Hi item! Dragon Punt Billy Jimmy 

BT Butt 

BATTLETOADS: “Move To This!” 
The green three are ready for action! 
This time you can play as any of the 
three greenies! 'Toads, meet the Dou¬ 
ble Dragon team! Fight nice now! 

Bonus Lifhf^JE 

55! «• 
Invincibility: 

Phase from 

DOUBLE DRAGON: “Get Some!” 
The street fighting experts Billy and 

Jimmy Lee join the fight with their 
devastating karate moves! Maybe they 
can learn something from the 'Toads! Knee 

m 111 
i ” | any harm! 

Energy: 
Refills your i_l_ hiJ 

br-V—.z 
_ v 

i;V 
Big Duck Punch Hammer Bikin’ Bash Health meter. " Duck Bikin’ Bash Throw Typhoon 

TWO-PLAYER BASHIN’ FUN: 
The ‘Toads can play nice with their new 
Dragon friends, can fight their Dragon 
friends, or vice-versa! A picture of 
cooperative fighting is to the left; two 
pictures of a not-so-cooperative fight 
mode are to the right! 
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MASTER THE 
^ ART... 
^ What would you do if 
fc- your sister was kid- 
. napped? Probably celebrate. 

But that’s not what Ryo 
Sakazaki did. He went to look 
for her in the rugged South 
Town. Always willing to fight, 
Robert Garcia joined in the fray. 

vicious fights where they will obtain 
the clues needed to rescue Ryo’s 
sister. Deadly martial artists, willing 
to risk all for victory, will join you. 
The only question is how? 

The Super NES is pushed to its 
technical limits with Art of Fighting. 
Each level scales in to show the wile 

ole assortment of special moves 
i be learned, with graphic cine- 
s and cool bonus rounds that add 

RYO SAKAZAKI 

The special moves 
can be powerful! 

TEST YOUR SKILL 



jjtail—kicking, / 
l annihilating 

with stunning graphics and firepower, 
this mechanized marine overshadows 
and outguns all other 16-bit metal hea 
From the Cybemator’s command 

cockpit you’ll 
control five 

KONAM! 
-900-896-HINT (4468). 



BgUB v- I ^xBga 
t fw 





| INTERPLAY | SUPER NES | MODERATE 3rd Qtr. *931 

| 8 MEG | 2gj|BflCTioN 85% 1 

jpCIayton clay-shifting forms! 1 

ill 
Clayton Muckster 
A rolling A snooty cat 

lump of clay! that climbs. m\ 

H Buckmeister Goopey 
Dig for hidden A bubble 

surprises! blowing fish! a 
m Oozey Doh Doh 

Slide into A little 
small places, pecking bird. m 



For more portable power, check out the bodyslamming excitement of WrestleMania 
Steel Cage Challenge™, the amazing web-swinging action of Spider-Man*: Return of the Sinister 
Six™, and the explosive firepower of Terminator™ 2: Judgment Day. Gear up for great graphics 
and game play with the biggest superstars on Game Gear™! 

GAME GEAR 



NORMAL GAME 

SUPER NES MODERATE 

ACTION 

SEPTEMBER 

90% 
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HEADS UP!!! 

Battle against 

llllp your opponent with 

power slams, slice 

W shots, hook shots, 

% and drop shots. 

* Match your skills 

against computer 

teams from eight 

different countries 

or take the ultimate 

challenge — select 

I the 2 Player option 

and test your skills 

against a friend. 

Exciting 2 Player Head-to-Head Competition^ 

Develop your own Signature Style! 

Battle against the Best and 

Win to Survive! 



ALIEN3 ON SNES! 
Destroy every egg-laying, chest-bursting, acid-spitting xenomorph on the planet 
with everything you’ve got.,, from a plasma rifle to a blow torch... or this nightmare will never end! 





MEET THE FIGHTERS OF THE TIME ZOXE^Tj 

f>NW\RDI 
s latest creation is an aw 
j 24-Meg wonder. Hot in 

SAVAGE 

SEGA GENESIS N/fl november| 

CU 24 MEG 11 FIGHTING 50% | 

SHADOW MISTRESS ' CYBORG ' SORCERER * 
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THE SCENIC LEVELS 

MORE AWESOME FIGHTERS! 
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BRUTALITY BONUS: 
The objective is to win the 
fights and collect big mone 
The amount you may receiv 
depends on the time and 
money you have left! 

For really big bonuses, finish 
off your opponent as quickly 

and furiously as possible! 
This is something master 

fighters should go for! 

HELGA: Helga is very fast and uses acro¬ 
batics to escape opponents! She also car 

MODERATE 4TH QTR. 

HNs-qN-qNs Jmnw hppinst the utmipinsFi 

Inuwti l mm kmm mm 



SiUKT fm fmm m in Item £wm 
FIGHTERS; EERIE NEU] FREES! 

HEV, LEEH! RIEVES! PRRTIEIPRTIEN: ** 

TRNYR; RHUER RlJEEN RU2E; FRE UlRESTLER 

CONNER; MFRFTD CHHTRF1EN CHIEF; FX-REEYEERRO 

Hrte; 3rd Degree diheh Celt 
HEIGHT: 5’9" «. “ ~ 
WEIGHT: 176 T' • £b 

.'*& W '£-■ specialist in L*—■ ■*7 'I —^Sk.— 
An ex-ninja ■ > 

specialist in L*— 
the killing arts, i.. .,4 < 

Katodoes '*27 
massive dam- 

age with his - 
swift attacks. 

He also grabs! puNC. 

TV; RlEHEEXlNE CHRTT1F1EN 

and is licensed 
to kill! He’s , 

very skilled in 
many areas! TW|STER 



IT S A JUNGLE 
OUT THERE! 

Following the lead of many other 
Disney movies being translated into 
video games such as Aladdin, Beau¬ 
ty and the Beast, Fantasia, and The 
Little Mermaid, Virgin Games joins 
this group with their latest entry, The 
Jungle Book. 

In this Disney classic tale, you 
take on the role of Mowgli, a child 
born in the jungle and raised by the 
animals that live within it. You must 
journey through the jungle and 
other terrain taken straight from the 

I movie like Louie’s Temple. 

Playing this game will be as much 
fun to look at as it is to play. The 
graphics will astound you with beau¬ 
tifully drawn backdrops along with 
Mowgli’s incredible animation that 
enables him to move across the 
screen fluidly. The n 

HEY, LOOK! FRUIT! 
There are various icons of fruits and 

other items located throughout each 
stage. Items such as apples, coconuts, 
pears, and other fruits will give you 
some points to add to your total score 
while others will give you some sort of 

effects are, by far, some of the best. 
Like all Disney movies, this game 1 

has all the elements that will appeal 1 
to gamers of all ages. L 5000 

VIRGIN 

QJ 16 MEG 

GENESIS 

10+ 

MODERATE 

ACTION 

APRIL '94 

45% 
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HE WOFKI- 

COMING TO 

WHEN IT’S EASIER 

TO GET A DEGREE IN 

BRAIN SURGERY 

THAN A SEGA SEAL OE QUALITY 

ON A VIDEO GAME? 

The Sega Seal of Quality. With it, you’re assured a game has passed the most rigorous 

battery of quality control and playability tests ever devised, and that it pushes the limits on 

the fun meter. What’s more, the Seal guarantees the game, when used properly and not 

as a door stop, will not damage a Sega Genesis" Sega CD” or color portable Game Gear" 

Without the Seal? Well, about the only thing we can guarantee 

is that you could be setting yourself up for a big, big headache. If that 

happens, don’t come crying to us. H^ESE^I Heck, call a brain surgeon. 



APPLE TREE 
Hit the apples out of the tree in the 

allotted time to get points. 

RIVER RACE 
Rapidly tap the controller buttons to 

ij J.ZL y/Ji i 

s it or not, Chuck 
Rock is a daddy! He is the 

proud father of a bouncing baby 
boy who loves adventure as much 

Son of Chuck is the tale of this lit¬ 
tle babys quest through a prehistoric 
world. Armed with only a club and a 
nasty temper tantrum, “Son” must 
face mischievous apes, deadly 
dinos, and other strange sights. 

Son of Chuck is an impressive use 
of software. This game has great 
graphics along with rotation and 
scaling! The animation is sweet, and 
will have you laughing for hours. 
Son of Chuck is a very good game 
in terms of playability as well. Truly 

BONUS games; 

Kuzmins 

VIRGIN GENESIS MODERATE OCTOBER 

8 MEG 20+ ACTION 99% 
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SONIC 
in into action 

factory. He has ^ 
nabbed thousands of 
animals to'use as.hls pris- 
oners, guarding them with a 
Pinball Defense System. You 
must guide Sonic into his dia- 

wacky, whirling pinball action, 
you’ll have to flip over lava 
pools, bounce past toxic pits, 
and launch through caverns to 



w
m

m
m

 
■wSms> ZOOMA 

Wjfif ZOOM! 
A hot new racing game for 

W the Genesis is about to burn 
its way to your screen. There 

are many different traces to race 
on and several modes of playjndud- 
ing arSade and champion. Be sure 
to check out the awesome split 
scr§gn two-player simultaneous 
actionsjhis is a rip-roaring race**. 



COMING IN 
OCTOBER... 

THE #1 HOME IN 
VIDEO COMES GETS 
A WHOLE NEW LOOK. 

EGM 
ELECTRONIC GAMING MONTHLY 



The music 
is sung by 

times the speed 
I of Sonic when 
' he’s fiaywire, and 
Amy the Rose 

■ debuts, as an 8- ' 
' year-old Tarrot 

that will make time 
j travel possible, and 
I Robotnick wants that JH 
I power! Time to put on ^ 
h your super shoes and get 

kidnapped by Robot- 

SEGA SEGA CD MODERATE DECEMBER 

CD-ROM 70+ ACTION | 55% 



it4ms is still the name of the All the goofy flips, dips, and tubes i 
and there are tons of them! back for more in this super CD gan 

.0^ of 1*011*1 to fhi’OM'jh! 

4. Wacky Workbench Zorn 
5. Palmtree Panic Zone 
6. Stardust Speedway Zon 
7. Metallic Madness Zone 
8. Final Fever (last boss) 
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look at Link’ 

NINTENDO GAMEBOY 

N/A 

Itf setting a trap? 

to find1. 

[Shovel Kei)s 

trmt 



The Isle of Koholint 

ajj p? 
KJ1 



Gerard Jones -> Gen 

illustration and 





COMING M 
PLOTNEWGAMES!_ 

SPECJALCONTKTS? 

riSTS! 

WIN BIG PRIZES! 

dontkTeftout? 

Join TEAM EGM and become a part of the hottest show 
to hit America! The 1st Annual EGM/HERO SUPER 
TOUR is getting ready to roll across the U.S., with a 
power-packed program filled with all the explosive 
excitement that is EGM! 

Twelve different cities in twelve weeks will host EGM 
and give you a once-in-a-lifetime chance to play special 
preview copies of upcoming games and compete for 
incredible prizes! 

You’ll also get info on upcoming movie releases and 
have a chance to meet comic artists ready to talk and 
sign copies of your favorite titles! Throw in the FREE 
HERO SUPER TOURBOOK, filled with valuable coupons 
and fantastic V.I.P. news on the best games in the biz, 
and you have a show that’s just too good to pass up! 

Don't miss your chance to become part of the TEAM 
EGM! Watch these pages for updated reports and 
remember that only EGM brings the best that video 
games have to offer to you! 

corn 

B3tDb3Cj6S 

SEflA TRADEWEST T.TJ. 

FROM THE NUMB 
VIDEO CAME MAI 



AUGUST... 

THE 1ST ANNUAL MALL BLOWOUT! 

COMING TO A CITY 
NEAR YOU! 

SAJIf DIEGO, CA 
LOS ANGELES, CA 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 
SEATTLE, WA 
DETROIT, Ml 
CHICAGO, ft 

DALLAS, TX 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 
BALTIMORE, MD 
NEWARK, NJ 
NEW YORK, NY 
BUFFALO, NY 

■R ONE NAME IN 
AZINES...ECM" 



It LI SEGA GAME GEAR EASY [SEPTEMBER 

CU 4 MEG 5 ACTION | 90% 

% 
Mr W! COME TO 

jj^T JURASSIC PARK... 



everything hert 

by shooting the dii 
is very helpful wh( 
against the bosses 



BOLDLY COINC WHERE HO 
MSCOilllE HAS COHE BEFORE. 







EGM LQ0K5 RT SOME OF THE STRR5 OF THE 5H0W 

Blows Away Air Guitars Stack 'Em 

I demand with their unique sky- 

I Whether you’re knee-deep 

Why is That Guy Talking to His Watch? 

gy available: 900-mHz opera¬ 
tion. Because of its ultra-high 
frequency, this phone 

With a powerful base unit and high ran free|y roam thr 
speed circuitry, the Panasonic the yar(ii homei or 

wristband phone has finally made out |osing touch A 



Back by Popular Demand Og| 
Speed Racer Returns With A Vengeance 





G
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E 
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U
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THE GAME FACTORY 
VIDEO GAME SUPER STARS 

(818) 572-2411 

ULTRABUTS • DONGEON MASTERS • 
-T & MAGIC 3 • RUN SABER • NFL 
FOOTBALL • TOP GEAR 2 • COOL SPOT 
• POCKY & ROCKY • DIG SPIKE • 
VOLLEYBALL • PIGSKIN FOOTBALL • 
DREAD PROBE • GOOF TROOP • G2 • 
HUMANS • [■()() I BALL EURY • REN & 

TRY YOUR GAME BEFORE BUY 

WE ARE NOW BOOKING FOR; 
MORTAL KAMBAT AND STREET 

FIGHTER FOR SEGA GENESIS. STREET 
FIGHTER II, CHAMPION FOR 

PC-ENGINE (20 MEG) 

GENESIS 

$1.49 
BATMAN RETURNS (C 

MUTANT • LEAGUE FOOTBALL • WOLF 
CHILD • DARK WIZARD (CD) • COOL 
SPOT (CD BUBSY (CLAWS ENCOUNTER) 

G COMMANDER 

THE GAME FACTORY 
860 E. Valley Blvd. 

San Gabriel, CA 91776 

(818) 572-2411 

C.O.D. & CREDIT CARDS 
ARE WELCOME 

FREE GROUND SHIPPING 
_IN CALIFORNIA 

.ESS H 

THE GAME FACTORY 
6320 Laurel Canyon Blvd. 

North Hollywood, CA 91606 

(818) 766-2368 

_
 





The Hot Games for the Hot Season 

1920 ELLESEMERE RD„ SUITE #104, SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO, MlH 3QI PHONE: (416)427-0649 FAX: (416)420-148S 
TOP PRICES PAID ■ TOP PRICES PAID ■ TOP PRICES PAID 
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ONE THAT WORKS / FINALLY 

INFRA 

► * 

IS FEET 

► LOW 

► FOR 

Distributed by: ta 

HiTed 
DOC'S HI TECH GAME PRODUCTS INC. 
909/784-2710 ■ FAX: 909/784-7709 
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DON'T WAIT! SUBSCRIBE TODAY TO 

BE THE FIRST TO 
KNOW WHAT’S NEW! 

DuoForce offers the most 
complete look at the new Duo 
and Duo soft games! Duo- 
Force has all the latest infor¬ 
mation, the hottest games, 
and the inside tract on the 
next generation of video 
game systems; the Duo 
Super-CD! Are you ready for 
the power of the Duo? If so, 
Duo Force is the magazine 
for you! 



nvi.^ 
Samebov AS H 



SUBSCRIBE TO ECM 

ft GET YOUR EGM T-SHIRT FREE! 
Get 12 issues of EGM plus a collector's T-Shirt for only $27.95! 
Send payment to: EGM, P.0. Box 7524, Red Oak, IA 51591-0524 

Each big full-color issue of EGM is packed 
with In-Your-Face information and exclu¬ 
sive coverage of the hottest video game 
action you can find. 

EGM is the only mag loaded with special 
pull-out strategy guides, killer maps and 
super secrets that will send your scores 
soaring! 

You find all this and more only in the 
biggest and best video game magazine! 
Be the first to get every action-packed 
page delivered to your door by subscribing 

LOOK LIKE A PRO! 
SUBSCRIBE TO ECM! 



WHO’S WAITING 
IN THE WINGS 
TOASTOdND 



SEP 
Ej~« 



Thank you! 

Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 
they are not lost Permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity. 
Please visit us at www.refromags.com 

from these scans, nor do we offer anything 
: from the publishers themselves. 

fie selling releases from 
>rt them and do let us know. 


